Clone your co-founder
to scale sales

WHY CUVAMA EXISTS

B2B software startups' greatest
go-to-market challenges:
Communicating value

Scaling sales

Co-founders can magically connect the dots
between prospect's wide-ranging pains and
how their solution addresses those challenges.
Cuvama codifies and scales that know-how.

HOW WE HELP
The challenges your solution addresses and the impact vary by customer type, persona,
maturity and size. We map and quantify your value proposition and load it into our easy-touse app for all your go-to-market teams.
Your branding

Your codified
value proposition

Our app

We codify your value proposition
By mapping & quantifying the
typical business challenges &
KPIs your solution impacts.

We publish it into your
branded discovery app
For your sales teams to do better
discovery, consistently at scale.
www.cuvama.com

hello@cuvama.com

WHAT WE ENABLE
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Start sales cycles with targeted discovery
of your prospect's specific challenges.

Sell outcomes,
not products
Watch a Demo

Uncover Business Challenges
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Align on Outcome KPIs
Link the business challenges you’ve
uncovered to your unique solution.

→
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Collaborate on a Value Hypothesis
Build consensus by jointly building a value
hypothesis, rather than rushing a financial
ROI calculation.

Explore and agree on business challenges
with buyer stakeholders.

Build a personalised value proposition and
share bespoke collateral.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
Cuvama has helped us to lift-and-shift tribal
knowledge from the founding team and
customers and make it easy for our sales
teams to uncover customer challenges

Cuvama enables all our sales reps to do
value selling – which is much more about
doing discovery right, rather than an ROI
exercise.

Jack Liu,

Tom Canning,

Founder of ProCARE.

CCO at Zellis.
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PROVEN BENEFITS

2x

+ 42%

- 40%

Win Rate

Deal Sizes

Sales Cycle Length

Create a Cuvama Discovery

Discover how we can help,
and experience the Cuvama app

hello@cuvama.com
www.cuvama.com
Follow Us

